
At just 90 cents a share, Tungsten Corp (TUNG) is a

little-known enterprise that could hand us $243,500 for every $10,000

invested. I believe the potential is that enormous.

They’re positioned to ride the enormous coming boom in tungsten

Dear Friend:

The smartest investors in the world pounce on a stock the second they see a time-tested pattern

that has a history of producing almost unbelievable profits.

Right now, there are clues all around you. By the time most investors notice them, it’s too late.

Prices will have soared. This is especially true in strategic and precious metals.

It goes like this…

There’s a metal that plays an historic role. The level of demand for this particular metal

depends on TIMING. The greater the intensity of demand, the more money you can make.

Gold is a perfect example.

Everyone knows it’s a store of value against the wealth-wrecking policies of the government.

But that was true when it was $348 an ounce and it’s also true at $1,665 an ounce, up 378%.
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The difference? Timing. All the reasons that made

gold a store of wealth suddenly became much more

relevant, so it quickly soared 378% in price.

The same is true of silver.When it traded at $6 an

ounce, everyone knew that it was a metal in high

demand with many useful manufacturing purposes.

These uses only intensified—and the price swiftly

soared 700%to $48.

Now it’s Tungsten’s turn.

Money Morning says it well. “A little discussed metal called Tungsten is set to become one of

the most sought after commodities on Wall Street.” Remarkably, few investors realize this.

Buying Tungsten Now Is Like Investing In
Gold When It Was $243 an Ounce.

Tungsten’s time has arrived. It’s the locked-in investment of the decade. I view this strategic

metal as one of the best investments you can make in 2013 and beyond.

FORBES reports that “Few investors know that tungsten was the number one metal performer

in the world last year gaining 35% while most others declined in price.”

The timing with Tungsten is fiercely on our side. Tungsten faces one of the greatest shortages I

have ever seen. China is the world’s leading producer and they’re hoarding it with a vengeance

because they have the planet’s fastest growing economy.

Every 30 days they put up a city the size of

Pittsburgh, so they desperately need it. THE

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TIMES talks

about China’s growth stating,“China’s growth

may be ten percent. ”Compare that to our 1.9%.

Tungsten is used in just about everything our

economy also needs to keep growing. For

example, light bulbs, mobile phones, touch

screens, all phases of construction, drones, drill

bits and cell phones—to name just a few.

I’m Urging You to Climb Aboard
Tungsten Corp At 90 cents a

Share. I See This Stock Turning
$10,000 Into $243,500 — Up

24-Fold Because Of the Huge
Demand for Tungsten
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As investors, how do we profit from all of

this? I find a small, aggressive company

that’smoving in on this industry with speed and

precision.

I did and it’s called Tungsten Corp (TUNG). It’s a remarkably well-run enterprise with

enormously attractive properties that have previous finds of Tungsten. More on that in a moment.

This is absolutely the best way to go. The mining giants

are of no use as investments to ride this unstoppable trend.

If you’re lucky, they might move up 3%. Not much of a

reward.

A successful small natural resources stock with able

management can give you 12 years of gains in 4 1/2

months. Seriously.

I’m sure that you never heard of Avalon Rare Metals. It

went up 16.5 times. $10,000 hit $165,000. Rare Element

Resources shot up from 48 cents to $14—that’s 29 times—

turning $10,000 into a jaw-dropping $291,600. And Revett Minerals, Inc. soared from 35 cents to

$5.00. $10,000 became $142,857.

Here’s how exciting the potential profits are in Tungsten. Read this superb

excerpt of our opportunity by the respected MONEY MORNING

Newspaper…
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of worldwide demand for tungsten has just started. My advice?

NOW IS THE TIME TO CLIMB ABOARD AND BUY TUNGSTEN. I FIRMLY BELIEVE

THAT IT’S LIKE BUYING GOLD AT $348 AND SILVER AT $6. WHEN YOU LEARN

WHAT TUNGSTEN DOES, YOU REALIZE HOW MUCH WE NEED IT AND HOW TRULY

ENORMOUS THIS OPPORTUNITY IS.

THE CHINESE ARE GOING HAND OVER FISTIN

HOARDING IT. THIS IS DRIVING UP PRICES TO

HISTORIC HIGHS—AND NO END IS INSIGHT. I

BELIEVE THAT TUNGSTEN CORP CAN BECOME A

MAJOR PLAYER IN THIS EXTREMELY VALUABLE,
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LITTLE-KNOWN STRATEGIC METAL.

Tungsten Corp’s Properties Are Among
the Most Interesting I’ve Ever Seen.

The U.S. Government Found a Fortune
In Tungsten On Them In the Forties.

This Is News…

Tungsten Corp has unique and promising properties in

Nevada and Idaho. Let’s talk about Nevada first. Their

claim is in an area called Cherry Creek. In 1872, silver

was discovered on this property there and around 6 million

ounces were recovered.

Even today, this district today holds the potential for 49

million more ounces of silver along with significant

amounts of gold. When you find gold and silver, odds are

extremely high that you will also find Tungsten.

By 1874, so much money was being made, it became a thriving hub of commerce. The

population soared overnight and it became a thriving city. By 1915, large amounts of tungsten

were suddenly discovered.

Tungsten was an important discovery at the time, but there wasn’t an urgent need for it because

the many sophisticated uses for it didn’t yet exist.

Today, Tungsten Corp (TUNG) has 97 claims on this Cherry Creek property. I regard it as

amajor asset considering its past history of Tungsten discovery. There’s more exciting news.

The U.S. Government Needed Tungsten For World War II to Make
Weapons. They Found One of The Largest Deposits In North

America on Our Nevada Property

During World War II, this remarkable strategic metal was needed to make weapons,

ammunition and other vital defense goods. So the U.S.Government made a deal with the family

that owned this Cherry Creek property since the early 1880s. One estimate has that 35,000 tons of

it was taken out of the property, an immense figure for tungsten.

For the Next 64 Years, the Mines Went Quiet. It Got Lost In a Vast
Bureaucracy That Forgot It Existed. It Was Discovered By the

Shrewd Management of Tungsten Corp

Not surprising, after the war was over priorities changed. The people who ran these war

programs returned to private industry. And the huge tungsten strike at Cherry Creek in Nevada

was forgotten.
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Spotting opportunities like this is the hallmark of a shrewd, forward-thinking management that

spots value early. They started to negotiate with the 78-year-old owner of this mining empire

whose family has possessed these properties since the 1880s.

This is a key business point. Since it was owned by one family for so long, not many people

knew what happened on these properties.That spells opportunity for those who do.

At the end of the meetings, a deal was struck that would give

them rights to explore for tungsten on these remarkable properties.

Down through the decades, the uses for Tungsten have

skyrocketed. Demand today couldn’t be greater.

THE BLACK LIGHT SECRET:
THE ART OF FINDING TUNGSTEN

The initial searches on the Cherry Creek property are promising.

Let me be more specific.One quick way to know if a property

contains tungsten is to use a black light.When you shine it on the

ground, the tungsten becomes immediately visible and shines

brightly.

When this was done on their property, it came though

like gangbusters. That wasn’t surprising. Remember, the

U.S. Government had found tungsten in large quantities to

fuel World War II’s demand. Some say it might have been

the single largest amount of tungsten mined in America.

It’s a Mining Secret That Works:
Find Tungsten Where

It’s Been Found Before

The fact that Tungsten was previously found is a key

point. I like this strategy for amajor reason: it helps

increase the odds of future finds.

Mining experts know that the best place to go is where

it’s been previously mined.The U.S. Government struck

tungsten, mined all they needed, and then walked out.

This makes me quite optimistic about what Tungsten

Corp can find. In fact, this exact strategy is behind the

boomin gold and silver. Countless mines are now being reopened because the price of both metals

have gone so high.
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In Alaska, for example, the Open Road gold mine produced 700,000 ounces around 1911.Then

the mine was abandon due to low gold prices and high labor costs.

Thanks to high gold prices, it recently reopened with great enthusiasm, employing 125 people. I

see the same possible situation for Tungsten Corp. The U.S. Government in the 1940s was finding

tungsten hand over fist. Now we’re coming back for more!

Their Claim In Idaho Has a History of Past Tungsten Strikes.
From 1953 to 1955, $15 Million Was Found.

At Today’s Prices It Could Be Worth 10 Times This Figure

Tungsten Corp (TUNG) has a claim at the historicWild horse Mine in Custer Country. During

the early fifties, approximately 28 tons of tungsten was found by open-pit mining. In 1980,

additional drilling was done and inferred resources of tungsten were indicated, another positive

sign.

Idaho State University reveals in a report on the

state’smost valuable natural resources, tungsten is right up

there. In their report they state,“…Tungsten production was

made on near by Wild horse—from 1953 to 1955, total

production came to $15 million dollars.

And that’s at the old historic price.Today’s prices make

this strike probably ten times more valuable. Like the

Nevada property, previous finds make them much more

valuable for Tungsten Corp. (TUNG)

Tungsten Is Making Headlines
Across America—And the Stampede

Hasn’t Even Started

Remember the single most important word in investing that I mentioned earlier? TIMING.

Your timing on tungsten is flawless. Demand is just ramping up, China is grabbing everything in

sight, and there’s NO substitute for tungsten and the need for it has never been greater. This adds

up to a sharply higher price.

TUNGSTEN INVESTING says it’s used in booming energy
technology: “Now is the best time to invest in the metal used widely in energy

efficient technologies.”

HARD ASSET INVESTOR reveals that it’s a worldwide boom: “Global

demand for the industrial metal tungsten is growing robustly.”

THE MINING JOURNAL says demand is soaring like crazy: “In the past

two years, tungsten prices have doubled to record highs…”
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CNN/MONEY writes that the rush is just starting: “Tungsten, one of the

hardest metals in the world and used for everything from drill bits to light bulbs to

touch screens, is suddenly hot.”

INVESTMENT UNIVERSITY says it’s running the world: “Tungsten is the

little-known metal that’s quietly running the world.”

SEEKING ALPHA says we need this metal badly—period: “It’s unique

properties make the element critical tomaking a wide range of items…”

THE BBC says all around the world it’s in demand: “Tungsten is one of

the world’s most utilized metals…”

FORBES says that it’s used in new technologies: “Increasingly, tungsten

is increasingly finding its way into new technologies.”

Stocks That Return Tenfold Profits Have a Great Similarity
That Can Make You Rich If You Recognize It And Act Promptly.

Let Me Explain How Tungsten Corp Fits the Bill

Making a great deal of money in a little-known stock like Tungsten Corp. isn’t a mystery. I’ve

done it before and the rules to follow are very simple.

Concentrate on the industry and examine the specific strategy the enterprise employs to achieve

its goals for success. For now, forget about the price of the stock.

If the strategy is sound and the industry is promising, the stock price will eventually rise, often

dramatically. But don’t focus on it initially.

The attraction of Tungsten Corp. is that I believe that it’s in the

right business with a very smart strategy of prospecting where this

strategic metal was previously found. Even a small Tungsten strike

could send them up ten-fold or more.

Success in this industry is extremely well-rewarded. Here’s a

group of small enterprises that were practically unknown. They

scored big successes in their fields because they focused on the right things—building their

businesses. Little-known investments like these are how average investors could turn amodest

sum into a life-changing one.

UP 17.7 TIMES: from 90 cents a share to $16. $10,000 turns into $177,000 in Imperial

Metals Corp.

UP 15 TIMES: from 10 cents a share to $1.50.

$10,000 turns into $150,000 in COROMining
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UP 18 TIMES: from $1 a share to $18.

$10,000 turns into $180,000 in Boliden AB.

UP 29 TIMES: from 48 cents a share to $14.

$10,000 turns into $291,600 in Rare Element

Resources

UP 14 TIMES: from 35 cents a share to

$5.00. $10,000 turns into $142,857 in Revett

Minerals, Inc.

UP 11.4 TIMES: from 25 cents a share to $2.85. $10,000 turns into $114,000 in Lydian

Internatuional.

UP 16.5 TIMES: from 50 cents a share to $8.25. $10,000 turns into $165,000 in Avalon

Rare Metals.

UP 11.3 TIMES: from 20 cents a share to $2.25. $10,000 turns into $112,500 in Scorpio

Mining.

The historic stock prices above reflect the low of the security and then the subsequent high.

This gives you a sense the potential profit that could have been made.

America Is Just Waking Up to the Fact That China and
Russia Are the Clear Winners In Mining and Finding Tungsten.

It Will Soon Become a Priority: Find Tungsten in the U.S.

It’s common sense: if we have a military conflict with China or Russia, they sure and heck are

NOT going to be sending up Tungsten so that we can build weapons.

Sure, we have stock piles, but how long will that last? Please take a

look at this chart. I find it genuinely shocking. We have so little

Tungsten,WE’RE NOT EVEN ON THE CHART. THIS HAS TO

CHANGE. We can’t rely on China and Russia.

As investors, this is good news because there’s an official green light

flashing for finding Tungsten in safe, secure areas. I believe that

America is finally waking up to the danger we’re facing by relying on

others for this strategic metal. THE NATIONAL writes that “China’s

economic might is the biggest threat to the U.S.”

Jack Lifton Is an Expert On Tungsten.
He Shares His Expertise With Congress

Here’s a small excerpt of what he said. He gets to the point about the importance of Tungsten

and our ability to find it in the U.S., exactly what Tungsten Corp. (TUNG) is doing. Mr. Lifton

tells Congress…
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“A last thought to keep in mind when you think about Tungsten is that in order to armor plate

our warships and tanks, we need tungsten. Should we just ask the Chinese to keep supplying us

even if we should go to war with them or one of their allies like North Korea?” Look at this chart.

It’s shocking…

This chart makes my point: The U.S. isn’t

even on it! there is a new urgency to find

Tungsten in politically safe areas, and that means

the United States.

Why I’m Convinced That
Tungsten Is On the Verge of
another Huge Run-Up: It’s

Already Soared from $200 a Ton
to $450 Over Just Two

Years—Up 125%

Supply and demand are two long lost words

for most investors, but they play a critical role in

the price of Tungsten Corp’s stock price.

The reason why I’m so excited about our

opportunity to make a great deal of money is the fact that supply and demand are working

enormously in our favor. It’s now just beginning to make headlines across America.

China can’t get enough tungsten. They’re hoarding it like a billionaire miser out on a ruthless

crusade that says to hell with the rest of the world. The demand for tungsten is almost unlimited

and the supply is very limited. Consider…

FORBES Reveals the Real Reason
Why Demand is Soaring Beyond Belief…

“Why is Tungsten rising in price? Like several other metals, the Tungsten market is controlled

by China. The concern is so great, that in 2011, the UK Geological Survey put Tungsten at the top

of the list of economic metals whose supply is at risk.”

Economic advisor DART/CHINA states,“Consumption of Tungsten

is expected to increase further. End users largely depend on China.”

MONEY MORNING makes an excellent case: “The problem is that

supplies of Tungsten are desperately short. That’s because China has,

according to some estimates, more than 80% of the world’s

supply—and it has stopped exporting. That means the rest of the world

is scrambling to find new resources and open new mines…”

Soaring prices reflect this positive trend for us as investors. And the
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best news is this: THE SHORTAGE IS JUST STARTING. That’s precisely what I mean by

timing, the essence of successful investing. Consider what else the press is beginning to report

about the growing lack of supply of this critical metal…

“Please Give Me an Overview of
What Tungsten Is Used For…”

I briefly named a few uses while describing the dynamics of the industry. But you should know

more. Specifically, what it is essential for. Try and imagine a world without these products or

services, not to mention the fact that America could be put at risk militarily.

Turn on your TV set. Listen to the radio. It seems tome that all around the world, our danger

level is rising, and quite substantially. We can’t wait until we run short of Tungsten. By then,
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sadly, it’s too late and we are in dire trouble.

DEMAND IS NOW COMING FROM BOOMING HI-TECH INDUSTRIES…

This is very good news for us. MONEY MORNING reports,“High

tech industries are driving demand even higher. Tungsten is vital to the

manufacturing of electrodes used in solar panels and nuclear equipment.

More importantly, it’s a vital component in the touch screens of smart

phones and tablet devices now exploding in popularity around the

world.”

They add,“The problem is that supplies of Tungsten are desperately

short. That’s because China has almost 80% of the world’s supply…”

Tungsten has the highest melting point of anymetal, it’s the second

hardest substance known to man, and it conducts electricity well. Look at all the different uses

that are vital to our economy and lives…

I Invite You to Join Us! I Have Never Been This Sure
About a 90-cent Stock That Could Turn $10,000 Into $243,500.

It Is the Perfect Storm to Make a Potentially Huge Gain In

Remember the supply and demand concept. It’s the heart of an investment strategy that has

worked superbly for us in the past. It impacts every business, but natural resources in particular.

THE DAILY TIMES writes how“Tungsten prices have hit record highs…” because demand

outstrips supply.

It’s fair to say two things. First, demand is only going up. It already is. THE TELEGRAPH is

right when they talk about “a global trade war for tungsten.”

Second, prices can rocket up like you can’t believe because there’s NO substitute for Tungsten,

none!

This is what I would do right now. I’d call my discount broker and buy

as much of Tungsten Corp’s stock that I felt comfortable with. I’d get a toe

hold on it at the very least. Success in strategic metals and natural

resources is richly rewarded. Remember…

Spectacular Gains Like These Could
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Easily Be Yours In Tungsten Corp.

Remember, Avalon Rare Metals went up 16.5 times. $10,000 became

$165,000. Rare Element Resources went from 48 cents to $14—that’s 29 times—turning $10,000

into $291,600. And Revett Minerals, Inc. soared from 35 cents to $5.00. $10,000 became

$142,857.

Call your broker now. Tungsten Corp (TUNG) is only 90 cents a share at the time of this

writing. I promise you this: China isn’t going to stop hoarding it and that spells sharply higher

prices.

As you read this, their grasp on this strategic metal has grown even stronger. Shortage and

higher prices could make us more money than you ever imagined, turning $10,000 into $243,500.

Climb aboard today!

Sincerely Yours,

Eric Dickson, Editor

Breakaway Stocks

For more FREE winning stock ideas, please join us today!

Enter Your Email:  

IMPORTANTNOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This  advertising issue of Breakaway Stocks  does  not  purport to provide an analysis  of any

company’s financial position, operations or prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by Breakaway Stocks or an offer

or  solicitation to buy or  sell  any security.  Tungsten Corp,  (TUNG),  the company featured in this  issue,  appears  as  paid advertising

byWestway International, LLC to provide public awareness for TUNG. Breakaway Stocks and List Data Solution (LDS) have used outside

research andwriters  using public  information to create the advertisement  coming fromBreakaway Stocks  about  TUNG.  Although the

information contained in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, Breakaway Stocks and LDSmakes nowarranties as to the accuracy of

any of  the content  herein and accepts  no liability for  howreadersmay choose to utilize the content.Readers  should performtheir  own

due-diligence,  including consultingwith a licensed,  qualified investment  professional  or  analyst.  Further,  readers  are strongly urged to
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independently verify all statementsmade in this advertisement and performextensive due diligence on this or any other advertised company.

Breakaway Stocks is not offering securities for sale. An offer to buy or sell can bemade onlywith accompanying disclosure documents and

only in the states and provinces forwhich they are approved.Many states have established rules requiring the approval of a security by a state

security administrator. Checkwith http://www.nasaa.org or call your state security administrator to determinewhether a particular security is

licensed for sale in your state. Many companies have information filedwith state securities  regulators  andmanywill supply investorswith

additional information on request. LDS hasmanaged a total production budget of up to $2,250,000 for advertising efforts andwill retain any

amounts  over and above the cost of production, copywriting services,mailing and other distribution expenses, as a fee for its  services.

Breakaway Stocks  is  paid $5,000 as  an editorial fee fromLDS and also expects  to receive newsubscriber revenue as  a result of this

advertising effort. *More information can be received fromTUNG’s investor relations firm. Further, specific financial information, filings and

disclosures  aswell as  general investor  information about publicly traded companies  like TUNG, advice to investors  and other investor

resources  are available at  the Securities  and Exchange Commissionwebsitewww.sec.gov andwww.nasd.com. Any investment  should

bemade only after consultingwith a qualified investment advisor and after reviewing the publicly available financial statements of and other

information about the company and verifying that the investment is appropriate and suitable. Investing in securities is highly speculative and

carries  a great deal of risk especially as to newcompanieswith limited operations and no history of earnings. The information contained

herein contains forward-looking Informationwithin themeaning of section 27a of the Securities Act of 1993, as amended, and section 21e of

the  Securities  Exchange  Act  of  1934,  as  amended,  including  statements  regarding  expected  growth  of  the  featured  company.  In

accordancewith the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities LitigationReformAct, TUNGnotes that statements contained herein that

look forward in time,which include everything other than historical information, involve risks and uncertainties thatmay affect the Company’s

actual results of operations. Factors that could cause actual results to differ include the size and growth of themarket, the Company’s ability

to fund its capital requirements in the near termand in the long term; pricing pressures, technology issues etc.
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